1994 Man of the Year: The Sultan of Safety, Ed Birch
After a successful career in property management, Ed Birch retired to Florida. He could not have guessed that his second career would contribute so much to the safety of children and the advancement of sports turf management in the Southeast. A founder of the first chapter of the STMA and the builder of a model field safety program for Broward County School District.

Details Make the Difference: A Professional's Guide to Striping and Lining Soccer Fields
Kevin Vos, athletic director of a busy soccer complex in Muscatine, IA, gives valuable tips on marking fields correctly on a tight weekly schedule. A primer on handling paint, sprayers, stencils and schedules that you will want to keep for future reference.

Haines Guards Soccer Legacy at Portland
A major reason for the University of Portland's soccer legacy is its sand-based field that can handle a five-inch rain in one hour. Construction and maintenance of the state-of-the-art field involved nearly all the big turf names in the Northwest.

Ryegrass Remains a Game Saver
The playing surface for this year's Super Bowl at Joe Robbie Stadium was perennial ryegrass overseeded on a hybrid bermudagrass base. Much has changed about ryegrass since the first Super Bowl. Find out why the NFL Turf Squad thought it was worth shipping the special sod from California to Miami for one game.

Signage: The First Line of Defense
Sports turf consultant Floyd Perry explains to facility managers how they must take steps to impress upon coaches the liabilities involved in operating a sports facility.